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Abstract: This paper describes the influence of carbon nanotubes onto electrical properties of
electrically conductive adhesives. This work is related to our previous research that described
electrical connection network within electrically conductive adhesive and possible advantages ofnon-
spherical particles distributed within the adhesive matrix. Two different commercial conductive
adhesives were used in this experiment and different amounts ofcarbon nanotubes were mixed using
different methods (ultrasound/rotation/spatula mixing) into the matrix. The positive effect in terms of
mechanical properties can be expected according to previous research in the material field. The goal
of this work is to describe the influence of this additional filler onto electrical parameters and
generally to improve the adhesive properties.

1. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION

Currently most used joining technique is soldering.
However, soldering has its limitations when it comes
to high pitch applications. Lead and lead free solders
typically fail when scaled down to less than 100
micron pitch due to poor fatigue resistance. [2]
Another option for joining electrical components is
the use of electrically conductive adhesives (ECAs)
that already have many advantages over solders.
Among these are lower processing temperature, no
need for fluxes & possible fine pitch applications
«0,1 mm).

The disadvantages are, until now, lower electrical
conductivity, lower thermal conductivity, worse long
time stability, worse rework.

Despite these disadvantages, the electrically
conductive adhesives are promising material for the
future. In our previous research [1], theoretical study
was done in order to set the way for the experiments.
One of the ways to improve the properties of the
conducting adhesive is to add conductive
nanoparticles or nanotubes into the adhesive mix. For
this experiment, multi walled carbon nanotubes were
chosen.

A nanotube can be considered as a single sheet of
graphite that has been rolled up into a tube. The
electronic properties of the resulting nanotube depend
on the direction in which the sheet was rolled up.

Some nanotubes are metals with high electrical
conductivity (the electrical current that could be
passed through a multi-wall nanotube corresponds to a
current density of 107 A/cm 2 [2]), while others are
semiconductors with relatively large band gaps. The
diameter of a multi-wall nanotube is tens of
nanometers; for a single-wall nanotube it is one or two
nanometers.

In 1998 Walt de Heer from the Georgia Institute of
Technology in the US invented a way to measure the
electrical conductance of multi-wall nanotubes. (see
fig.2) A macroscopic fiber of multi-wall nanotubes is
lowered into a drop of liquid metal and by dipping the
nanotubes to different depths, the resistance of
individual nanotubes and the resistance dependence
on length can be determined.

The resistance dependence on length is very weak
and therefore multi-wall nanotubes behave like
ballistic conductors. [2] This is the most important
finding for us and this property of the carbon
nanotubes motivated us into our experiment.



Fig. 1. Single wall nanotube [4]

Fig. 2. Measuring the electrical conductance of
multi-wall nanotubes [3]

2. MEASURING SETUP

In our experiments, two different adhesives from
Amepox company in altogether seven modifications
were used. The two basic conductive adhesives were
chosen according to our previous research. The tested
sample consists of seven serially interconnected
resistors with zero nominal value.

Measured parameters were resistance and
nonlinearity [3] of created joints. The cross-section of
the joint is depicted in figure 3.

As the joint should have the resistance as low as
possible, the four-point probe method had to be used
for the measurement.

Fig. 3. Cross-Section of a tested
conductive joint

The nonlinearity value is given by the spectral
analyzer in dBm (decibel per miliwatt). As the goal of
this work is to compare selected adhesive samples and
not to measure the absolute value of the third
harmonics, it is not necessary to recalculate dBm
values to voltage. This would have been done using
the following formula:

(
UdBm )

U = 0 224 ·10 20,
where adBm == 1 mW on a 50 ohm resistance,

I == 1A and

UdBm == value given by the spectral analyser.

3. RESULTS

Resistance measurement showed to be not very
useful due to its lower sensitivity and therefore only
nonlinearity results are presented in this paper.

Nonlinearity was evaluated for each connected
resistor. As the inherent contribution of the
component can be neglected (this was confirmed by
measuring a soldered joint), the measured value
represents nonlinearity of two joints. The graph on
figure 4 (below) shows differences between different
modifications of two basic adhesives. Due to dBm
being measured in negative values, a higher column
represents better modification (better electrical
properties). A very good soldered contact exhibits a
nonlinearity value of -125 dBm or higher, unmodified
conductive adhesive has around -100 dBm and we
consider anything around -80 or less as very bad. A
comprehensive summary and description of the
samples is shown in the table.



As the carbon is too light to be weighted, the
"amount" was estimated experimentally. In future
experiments, the amount will be determined using
TEM picture of the cross-section. Amounts C1 and
Kl are similar in percentage in the final adhesive, but
as they were mixed into different amount of basic
adhesive (and we were unable to weight it), it is an
estimated value.

Nonlinearity comparison of different adhesives
and modifications
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Fig. 4. Nonlinearity of different samples
A,B basic adhesives
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Unfortunately, only spatula mixing cross section is
available at the moment, the dispersion of the carbon
is not good and it is obvious that the carbon nanotubes
create agglomerates - see figure 5 below. Carbon
agglomerates are dark areas. A Detail of the dark area
was also obtained and the nanotubes can be
recognised (fig 6). It is expected, that the ultrasound
dispersed the nanotubes better and that the nanotubes
could create additional contacts between silver flakes
in the adhesive, which should lead to better electrical
properties of the mix. When double amount of
nanotubes was added, the agglomerates were too big,
the coherence was weakened and mechanical (and
also electrical) properties were influenced down to an
unusable level.

Fig. 5. Non-homogenous dispersion of the carbon.

NONLINEARITY SUM- UP
Nonlinearity (dBm) -

Real the more negative
Marking composition Mixing method value, the better

A AX20 uItrasound+rotary -103,6
A+C1 AX20+C1 uItrasound+rotary -108,35
A+2xC1 AX20+2xC1 uItrasound+rotary -77 7,
AO AX20 spatula only -94 6,
AO+K1 AX20+K1 spatula only -103,3
BO AX70MN spatula only -107,6
BO+K1 AX70MN+K1 spatula only -96,125

Tab. 1: Nonlinearity sum-up, (C! = "amountl" ofnanotubes, Kl = "amount2" -see explanation in text)



Fig. 6. Detail of the carnon nanotubes agglomerate.

4. CONCLUSION

According to the Table 1 and graph on Fig.
4, a small addition of carbon nanotubes improves
not just mechanical toughness [5],[6], but can
also positively influence the electrical parameters
(A~A+Cl; or AO~ AO+Cl) as our research
suggests. A too high (double) amount of
nanotubes on the contrary significantly lowers
electrical quality (third column: A+2C1). Not all
adhesives react in the same way: AX70MN after
addition ofnanotubes lowers its quality (Bo+Kl).
An interesting conclusion from this experiment is
also that ultrasound mixing does not create
significantly different results from spatula
mixing. Until now, it is not yet clear if the

nanotubes create agglomerates after ultrasound
mixing. The dispersion of the nanotubes in the
matrix after spatula mixing is clearly visible from
the cross-section of the adhesive (figure 5).
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